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library interface for the new vcenter server plugin api 3.0 vmware has written a new library interface
for the third-party vcenter server plugin api (vcpapi). the library interface is called the vsphere api
for the vcenter server plugin api. the vsphere api for the vcenter server plugin api is a replacement
for the vsphere plugin api v2.0. if you are a vsphere plugin api v2.0 user, you will need to upgrade
your vsphere plugin api to the vsphere api for the vcenter server plugin api. please note that the
vsphere api for the vcenter server plugin api will be deprecated in future releases and will no longer
be supported. gsl is a mature library with a stable api. the main emphasis is on ensuring the stability
of the existing functions, tidying up and fixing any bugs that are reported, and adding new, useful
algorithms which have been well tested and documented. potential contributors are encouraged to
gain familiarity with the library by investigating and fixing known problems in the bugs database.
this table lists the latest supported english (en-us) microsoft visual c++ redistributable packages for
visual studio 2015, 2017, 2019, and 2022. the latest supported version has the most recent
implemented c++ features, security, reliability, and performance improvements. it also includes the
latest c++ standard language and library standards conformance updates. we recommend you
install this version for all applications created using visual studio 2015, 2017, 2019, or 2022.
upgrading to vsphere 6.5 fails due to duplicate names for entities in the network folder vsphere 6.5
allows only unique names across all distributed virtual switches and distributed virtual portgroups in
the network folder. earlier versions of vsphere allowed a distributed virtual switch and a distributed
virtual portgroup to have the same name. if you attempt to upgrade from a version that allowed
duplicate names, the upgrade will fail.
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the project is always looking to introduce new capabilities and expand or improve existing
functionality. to maintain stability, any new functionality is encouraged as packages, built on top of
gsl and maintained independently by their authors, as in other free software projects. the design of
gsl permits extensions to be used alongside the existing library easily by simple linking. once a new
extension is proven useful and stable, it can be incorporated into the main gsl repository. the cython

implementation of the decimal module incorporates a native arbitrary precision decimal floating
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